
NOTES OF A PUBLIC MEETING IN GREAT BIRCHAM SOCIAL CLUB TO 
DISCUSS SPEEDING AND TRAFFIC ISSUES 

 
HELD ON NOVEMBER 1ST, 2021 AT 10.30 AM 

 
PRESENT: 
Paula Gilluley (“PG” - Norfolk Constabulary), Sally Bettinson (“SB” - NCC Highways), 
Cllrs Gloria Daniels & Malcom Sargent (BPC Chair and Vice), Simon Bower (Parish 
Clerk (notes) plus approximately 30 members of the public. 
 
These are not verbatim notes, but are intended to cover the issues raised, and the 
responses from the Police and Highways. As not everyone identified themselves, no names 
of those raising issues are given. 

 
Cllr Daniels welcomed those present, made introductions, and opened the meeting. 
 
Speeds of 30-60mph were thought to be common through the Villages, with 
associated danger.  

SB – no current plans to change things 
Safety of the Community Speedwatch Team [CSW], and locations. 

PG – Each location must be risk-assessed, and there must be room for 
passing traffic and pedestrians, with clear visibility of the Team. Additional 
locations could be requested.  

CSW noted they were recruiting, and that the Duck Pond was a potential additional 
location. 
In Bircham Tofts, traffic slowed at the corner entering the Village, and then speeded 
up along the straight. There had been a large increase in traffic coming through. 

PG – this situation is not unique, and affects almost every parish in the UK. 
Police enforcement is generally limited to approx. 20-30 minute sessions. This 
is partly due to resources, and partly due to the effectiveness decreasing over 
time – people alerted to Police presence. These sessions can provide 
feedback to NCC regarding street furniture (signs etc.) and restrictions. CSW 
information is not enforceable, with letters being sent to those recorded, but 
data can be used to identify high-speed hotspots, along with data from road 
traffic collisions [RTCs] – repeated reports lead to a speed-check. If fatalities 
occur, it is established whether this is a safety issue, or a one-off incident – 
e.g. drink-driving.  

Why do we wait for fatalities? 
PG – decisions have to be data led. 

There will be fatalities. Overtaking occurs – coming from CITB, an area where 
children wait, and the TROD finishes; possible warning signs? 
Unique? – this Village is slightly different – a B Road has the traffic and other use of 
an A Road, especially during the holiday season, and when sugar beet lorries are 
using it. It is difficult to cross, and there is overtaking. Emergency services are 
different as they are trained drivers, with sirens. We need traffic slowed, possibly 
with physical changes. If expenditure is an issue, evidence can be provided. 
Volunteers can provide more than 11 reports per session. There is a lot of 
community activity – shop/pub/social club/bowls/campsite and windmill – and due to 



being spread out, there is a lot of pedestrian traffic on narrow pavements; lorries 
occasionally mounting pavements. Evidence will come, and there is a lot concern, 
evidence by numbers present. 
CSW noted that 10% or so are in the 35-40 range, some admittedly due to genuine 
mistake, but some will ignore and the only way to address is through the pocket. 

SB – Bircham not unique in having a signed distributor road through the 
Village. It is a through route for HGVs, including beet lorries, and for holiday 
traffic. Signs and warnings are possible but not physical changes such as 
bumps and chicanes.  

Case has been proved to the Police. Neighbour (policeman from elsewhere) 
comments that most are doing 37+. It may be a corridor, but it is also a Village, the 
through route presenting like an A Road. 

SB – SAM signs effective – drivers notice them as they move. Currently no 
SAM sign. 

Preference for a “proper” speed camera. 
SB – SAM signs are monitored. The PC buys, but there are no enforcement 
letters – they are a guide to Police. Trials underway with SAMs having ANPR – 
difficulty is the accuracy. A “proper” speed camera was expensive and there 
were ongoing costs. 

PC could possibly fund. There is a site with electricity. Who should be approached? 
PG – Force Traffic Officer [and/or Police and Crime Commissioner? – yes] 

Risk to life while crossing road near Social Club. Improved awareness of the junction 
– flashing lights? PC should fund, as most important issue. OK fining people after the 
event, but better to stop it. 

SB – resources are prioritised and compared across the County – money 
focused on places where serious RTCs occur. After meeting with the PC some 
improvements were done – chevrons etc.  

How do we qualify for £10K grant from NCC £1m Community fund? Can these be 
used for Traffic Regulation Orders and speed cameras? 

SB – through Cty Cllr. Will find out. There needs to be a case for speed 
camera.  

Info already there from CSW. 
Slope and concealed entrance – 20mph limit? 

SB – 20 mph limits not in practice enforceable, and require street furniture 
etc. in place. 

Need for awareness of repercussions of not slowing down – issues with pedestrians 
crossing near Church on bend from Stanhoe Rd. Do the Police use radar guns? – 
there has to be enforcement. 

PG – all methods are available – fixed, van and hand-held monitoring. 
Problem is that after 20-30 minutes, social media posts and flashing by 
drivers renders ineffective. If 11 reports are made in one month by CSW, a 
van will visit, but increased numbers do not lead to increased visits.  

Can speed camera warning signs be used even if no camera? Signs for ducks? 
SB/PG – warning sign has to be within 3 miles of a camera. Signs can be 
placed by NCC for deer, not ducks – but PC can. 

Can SM look at the whole situation? 
SB – job for Safety Engineer. 

Need to look at the whole Village – don’t forget the Docking Road. 



Noted that some areas are 40mph. 
Query on Planning Application on Docking Rd ref pop-up campsite. Too dangerous. 

SB – refer to Planning officer at NCC. 
Problems with large vehicles having momentum, and could take out houses.  
 
As time was nearing 11.30am, there was a sense that the meeting should draw to a close. 
The Clerk asked, for info, if there would be support for some increase in the precept to help 
fund this – this was certainly the case for possible smaller increases. He also added that the 
notes would be published on the PC website. Thanks were given to SB and PG. 

 
Abbreviations: 
ANPR – automatic number-plate recognition 
NCC – Norfolk County Council 
PC – Parish Council 
SAM – speed activated sign – no recording of number plates 


